[Population dynamics of the additive polygenic system under truncation selection].
Common features of the equations describing dynamics of the additive polygenic system under truncation selection are summarized. A combination of parameters playing the role of the effective selective pressure on the ith polygenic locus was revealed. The product of mean relative fitnesses of the individual polygenic loci, [formula: see text], was shown to play the role of relative mean fitness of the polygenic population. This value depends on the measurable parameters of the character distribution in the population: [formula: see text]. It was shown that under the constant population number during truncation selection, the characteristic of the best genotype increases, [formula: see text]; which is also a product of the frequencies of preferable genotypes at individual polygenic loci. This value plays the role of the proportion of the number of the best ("champion") genotype in the population. In fact, this is the champion genotype polygene consensus pattern frequency, which a priori indicates the possibility of the champion pattern fixation. The analogue of Haldane's dilemma for the polygenic system which restrict the number of polygenes simultaneously subjected to adaptive evolution [formula: see text] was obtained for the case of constant effective population number (Ne = const).